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Details NZ Pacific Island (Fiji) Difference

Minimum Wage (Unskilled) 15.75$                  2.32$                         13.43$            679% difference in average pay

Weekly Gross Income 590.63$                87.00$                       503.63$          

Annual Gross Income 30,712.50$          4,524.00$                 26,188.50$    

Increase Min wage by 884% 271,498.50$        39,992.16$               231,506.34$ 

Increase Min Wage by 130% 39,926.25$          5,881.20$                 34,045.05$    

Player Contract 40,000.00$          40,000.00$               

Increase in Pay 130% 884% 679%

Super Rugby Contract 88,000.00$          88,000.00$               

Increase in Pay 287% 1945% 1659%

Average Hours per week

37.5

If a player in NZ got the same % increase as the PI player they would go from a $30K average to $270K

Rugby Loyalty - play for country of heritage or country of residence 

Migration is part of human evolution and can happen for many reasons, whether it be from escaping 

something like war or terror or for an improvement in life with more jobs it can be summed up as; an 

opportunity for a better life.  The modern day game of Rugby, is a game for everyone and includes 

players from all backgrounds, shapes and sizes, skill and ability, sexual preference or gender identity, 

everyone can now play the game.  Pacific Island (PI) Rugby players naturally have advantageous 

qualities for the Rugby game, being; big, powerful, strong and fast, aggressive, with a cultural support 

of their overall community, Rugby is a pathway that comes with ease, as an opportunity for a better 

life for most PIs.   However growth in interest, participation, development of players, success and 

popularity has not always led to progress financially in the pacific islands, like it has for neighbouring 

nations of New Zealand (NZ) and Australia.  Being a global game that is one of the fastest growing 

sports in the world, Rugby is not just a game, it is a Business.   

Should a Rugby International player be allowed to play for another country and if so what eligibility 

criteria should apply?  To answer these things we really need to ask ourselves, what do we, as a 

Rugby Community want to see from International Rugby Tests, and the Rugby World Cup.  What do 

we love about this game we call Rugby.   

In NZ every young rugby player wants to be an All Black.  Year after year they are ranked no 1 in the 

world and have won 3 world cups and most finals.  It is the mainstream sport in NZ and consistently 

dominating the world in international, club and very high quality provincial rugby.  It is a breeding 

ground for internationals scouts as is the NZ school rugby system.  It is not a hard sell for the future 

rugby generation.  A big part of NZs rugby system success is the influence of PI players, or a big part 

of Pacific Island players success is the influence of NZ rugby system.  Whichever one it is, if not both 

it is a relationship that works.  Pacific Island Rugby players living abroad are likely to be socio-

economically driven.  The culture of the pacific island people is generally based around family, 

community, and church and their strong traditions.  Though many PI people now reside overseas their 

heritage and culture is still well engrained in them and part of their new environment.  In the modern 

day game we now see a lot living in Europe and the USA.  One might add, are not all Rugby Players 

socio economically driven?  Some more than others.  If we are to compare “apples with apples” then 

“loyalty” and decisions, may not be as easy for all rugby players, as the cost of the opportunity for 

some is more than others as shown in fig 1.  For PI players an overseas contract means moving away 

for a better future and with 884% increase in the average wage based on a $40K contract for example.  

That is big incentive by any apple comparison in increase in value.  Rugby is not just a game, it is a 

Business.      
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The game of Rugby has been professional for just over 20 years going professional in 1995 compared 

to football (soccer) over 130 years ago in 1885.  That gap could have been much closer had “Rugby” 

embraced an opportunity to become professional in 1879 but due to wanting to keep the game 

exclusive it arguably delayed the professional era and progress of the game but saw the birth of Rugby 

League.  Rugby times have definitely progressed and Rugby is more inclusive today than ever.  To get 

the full picture one must look back to the past as it is easy to make a decision on how it should be 

today but what got us here and why are these laws in place is the questions to look at.  The first PI 

immigrants were welcome and encouraged to migrate to NZ in the 1960s to work in unskilled work in 

the factories and lived in low socio economic areas in NZ like south Auckland, but were earning 

significantly more than what they were getting back in the Islands.  They were sending majority of 

their income back to families back home in the islands.  Half a century later the culture still remains 

and majority of PI players are still supporting ever growing families abroad and back in their 

homeland.  Rugby players of pacific island heritage are becoming more common in other Tier 1 

nations outside of NZ or Australia which include England, Italy, France, Wales and possibly more 

also including tier 2 nations of other countries like USA, Romania, Hong Kong, Japan and Germany.  

Current Rugby Union eligibility states that once you play for a nation you cannot represent another 

nation in Rugby or Rugby 7s but this has not always been the case.  Up until after the Rugby World 

Cup in 1999 all Rugby players could play for more than one nation based on an eligibility criteria that 

seemed to be fair to the weaker tier 2 island nations with a number of players being duel internationals 

in Rugby Union including; Tiaan Strauss (Australia & South Africa)Frank Bunce (Samoa & NZ), 

Steve Devine (Australia & NZ) and many more.  Australia won the world cup final against France in 

1999 and NZ bombed out in a shocking loss in the semi- final against France with at least 5 starting 

players being PIs.    Regulation 8.2 was instituted in 2000 stating that players could only represent one 

country which included players that played for an A Team or in 7s.  Speculation built that NZ was 

using the rule to their advantage to keep players ineligible for the island nations playing few games 

for NZ and in some case just minutes in test matches consequently ruled them out of ever playing for 

their country of heritage.  In the 2017 season 16 out of 37 current All Blacks are PI eligible under the 

old rules and 14 player in the 2017 Wallabies would be eligible to play for their PI heritage under old 

laws.  Rugby is not just a game, it is a Business.    

The Tongan Mate Ma’a Rugby League Team Glory was the David & Goliath story at the Rugby 

League World Cup in 2017 with Tongan Rugby League players who had played for tier 1 nations 

opting to play for their country of heritage and sparking an enormous following in not only their 

Tongan community but other PI nations, which increased the exposure and popularity of Rugby 

League.  Within the Rugby League Eligibility criteria they are well within their right to play for their 

country of Origin.  However Rugby Union is more of a global game, with over 120 countries playing 

and 8.5 million players around the world.  The Rugby World Cup alone provides 87% of World 

Rugby’s Revenue.  Every rugby player has a “used by date” to play as a professional where they are 

at their peak.  They will be lucky to get 10 years as a professional rugby player. 

The case of Tonga in the Rugby League World Cup has sparked a longing for other players such as ex 

black, Charles Piutau the Tongan New Zealander (who in 2018 will be highest paid Rugby Player of 

all time to want to play for his country of heritage) and other ex all blacks like Ma’a Nonu and Victor 

Vito also jumping on board.  Australia and NZ both have at least 30% of players that could play for 

their country of Heritage.  It is not surprising that the popularity in recruiting from these PI countries 

is of the norm and yes nations like NZ & Australia are world leaders in Rugby and develop these 

players and play a vital part in helping them to achieve their ambitions.   They probably would not 

have been as good as what they were had it not been for the environment that they were in and the 

support networks that they had.  However the effects of this process is not always a happy ending with 

players being sold false dreams and aspirations without the proper support networks.  There is also the  

pressures of making it and earning for the family and inability to do so leading to depression and even 

suicide.  Rugby is not just a game, it is a Business.     
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The Rugby League World cup in 2017 was a breath of fresh fair air in the success of support and 

exposure that they got.  Financial challenges are draining and not helping the PI nationals but just 

developing the players so they can get contracts overseas.  Until we can bridge the pay disparity so 

players do not have to go overseas and play or have an inclusive competition that allows them to 

compete and create revenue streams then we will continue to see this issue for these nations.  Yes we 

do need to relook at the eligibility rules of the game and is it hindering progress, maybe not for the tier 

1 nations but most definitely in the Pacific Island nations that contribute so much to the game.  Do we 

really want to see the genuine best of the best play or do we want to have unfair technicalities.  An ex-

international player may take the position of another player,  but the influence that one player will or 

could have if he was to play for that tier 2 nation would do wonders for that nation and would increase 

the popularity of this beautiful game even more.  Fair eligibility rules for all nations and players and 

not just the few will see a more exciting evolution and progression of the game.  It is true that Rugby 

is not just a game, and it is a Business.   

 

By Anare Koliavu 

 

You don’t overcome challenges by making them smaller but by making yourself bigger.  John C 

Maxwell  

 

With great power, comes great responsibility! Ben Parker (Spider Mans Dad, 2002) 
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All Blacks Squad 2017 

http://www.allblacks.com/Teams  

 

 

 

2017 ALL BLACKS

FORWARDS BACKS

Ardie Savea Aaron Smith

Asafo Aumua Anton Lienert-Brown

Codie Taylor Beauden Barrett

Dane Coles Damian McKenzie

Jeffery Toomaga-Allen David Havili

Jerome Kaino Jack Goodhue

Kane Hames Lima Sopoaga

Kieran Read Matt Duffie

Liam Squire Ngani Laumape

Luke Romano Rieko Ioane

Matt Todd Ryan Crotty

Nathan Harris Seta Tamanivalu

Nepo Laulala Sonny Bill Williams

Ofa Tu'ungafasi Tawera Kerr-Barlow

Patrick Tuipulotu TJ Perenara

Sam Cane Waisake Naholo

Samuel Whitelock

Scott Barrett 16 of PI Heritage 

Tim Perry

Vaea Fifita

Wyatt Crockett

http://www.allblacks.com/Teams

